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Termly Safeguarding Briefing for Schools 

Autumn 2021 

Ofsted—Review into sexual abuse in schools and colleges 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/review-of-sexual-abuse-in-schools-and-colleges 

This review was carried out as a result of the “Everyone’s Invited” website on which young people 
commented on their experiences of sexual harassment and violence in school, why they didn’t report it and 
if they did, how the school or college reacted. 

Below are some of the main findings from the 
review 

Schools should act by assuming that it’s 
happening to pupils even if there are no reports 
being made. 

It is more prevalent than most adults realise – 
90% of those girls spoken to and 50% of boys said 
that being sent explicit pictures/videos that they 
did not want happens a lot or sometimes to 
themselves or their peers. Ofsted have said that 
they will talk to single sex groups of young 
people in future visits. 

Young people see it as being commonplace and this behaviour has been normalised. 

Areas where it is most likely to happen are parks or parties outside of school and unsupervised areas and 
corridors within school where sexual name calling and unwanted inappropriate touching happens. 

Homophobic and transphobic insults and bullying in corridors and classes were mentioned as issues in 
several schools. 

One reason why children do not report it to a teacher is that they are worried about what will happen 
following that disclosure and that things will then be out of their control. 

Others said that the DSL in their school was on the leadership team (sometimes with behaviour as one of 
their responsibilities) and that they would then get into trouble. Schools need to think carefully about which 
member of staff young people would most likely feel comfortable talking to and this should then be 
‘promoted’ around school and in assemblies etc.  

Recommendation - that a guide is developed that helps young people know what might happen next when 
they talk to an adult in school or college about sexual harassment and sexual violence including online sexual 
abuse.  

Some teachers who were spoken to were still unsure as to how to deal with these incidents and felt that the 
guidance didn’t always make things as clear as it could. Government need to update guidance particularly 
around cases where a criminal investigation doesn’t lead to a conviction and to include the best ways to 
manage this situation and how best to support both children and manage parental expectations. 

The culture in school should be that no form of sexual harassment and online sexual abuse is tolerated – are 
appropriate sanctions in place to reinforce this? 

Record keeping needs to be of high quality – any patterns should then be easily identifiable and addressed. 
Intervention needs to happen earlier. 

Many pupils felt that the RSHE curriculum wasn’t well taught and some staff felt uncomfortable delivering 
this. 

Recommendation – national training should be developed for DSLs. There should be training for all staff in 
order for them to better understand the definitions of sexual harassment and sexual violence including 
online sexual abuse as well as being able to identify early signs of peer-on-peer abuse. Future guidance 
should reflect the full range of children and young people’s experiences in the language that young people 
understand. Clearer categories for the types of sexual harassment and online sexual abuse would also be 
helpful for professionals. 

Recommendation - a campaign should be launched about sexual harassment and online sexual abuse – this 
should include information and advice for parents and carers. 

The Local Authority is planning to deliver some briefing sessions for schools in the Autumn term to respond 
further to this report. 
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Keeping Children Safe in Education 2021 

The DfE’s revised guidance is likely to be published around 1st July or early the following week. We have 
revised our whole school safeguarding awareness training materials for use at the start of the Autumn term 
but are waiting to see the revised guidance before publishing these on LTS. They will be available by clicking 
through the following path on LTS… login/services/Safeguarding in Education/Leicestershire Safeguarding 
Policies and Guidance (see below)… 

 Safeguarding and use of Alternative Provision / Sports coaches etc 

We would like to give a timely reminder that schools remain responsible for the safeguarding of pupils on roll 
who may attend an Alternative Provision or sessions led by outside organisations like sports, music providers 
etc, where this has been arranged or promoted by the school. The following checks should be made… 

• Do they have their own safeguarding policies, staff code of conduct and trained DSL etc? Are these 
satisfactory? 

• Do they provide staff safeguarding induction and training and is this up to date? 

• Have you completed a Health and Safety assessment? 

• Do you have a letter confirming which safer recruitment checks they routinely carry out on their staff eg 
DBS, barred list, right to work, 2 x references, overseas checks etc 

• Do you receive daily attendance information if relevant? 

• Are they operating as an illegal (unregistered) school due to the number of students and number of 
hours in attendance? 

• Have you shared with them any relevant safeguarding information about your students who attend? 

• Where you might identify a need, have you carried out a wider safeguarding audit? 

Capturing the voice of children 

The recent Ofsted review on sexual abuse has raised some challenging questions about how effectively 
schools capture the voice of children. Are pupils/students in your school confident to bring forward concerns 
about safeguarding? If so, how do you know? What about the less confident students? What opportunities 
are available to them? Do you ask pupils in smaller single-sex groups to tell you about any of their safety 
concerns which they may have experienced at school, online, in the local park or at home etc, including 
about sexual assault or harassment? Have you tried giving pupils a map of the school or local area and asking 
them to mark the places where they feel most and least safe? Do you know what students think of their 
PSHE/RSE lessons and whether they effectively address their own concerns and/or questions? Which adults 
in your school do pupils most often approach when they need help? What’s special about those particular 
adults and do they act on what they hear in the right way? Does your DSL have sufficient non-contact time to 
respond effectively to any safeguarding concerns? 

Safeguarding Development Officers, Children and Family Services:  

 Simon Genders; email: simon.genders@leics.gov.uk;  tel: 0116 3057750   (Business Support: 0116 3056314)   

Ann Prideaux; email: ann.prideaux@leics.gov.uk; tel: 0116 3057317 
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